Minutes WebCGM TC 20060906

Attendees:
Dave
Rob
Lofton
Franck
Forrest

Regrets:
Don
Benoit
Dieter

Absent
Ulrich
Andrew
Stuart

Agenda

Recruiting status for the member section
October renewals: Lockheed
Don – need to check on Saab and Rolls-Royce. Dave to check with both, also.

Status of W3C WebCGM 2.0 progression – Lofton
Tuesday, Sep 5, Candidate Recommendation (CR) transition request was approved. The CR step is the implementation phase and will last for 1 month. Official notice of CR publication came during the telecon. We have a good start on this phase with only a few problem tests. CR ends the 6th of October and will attempt to go to PR as soon as possible.
Shortly after f2f meeting, WAI comments arrived and an informative appendix will be added after CR on dealing with accessibility. The W3C working group will work with WAI to define the contents of this appendix.

Test Suite and Implementation Matrix status
WebCGM 2.0 DOM/XCF Implementation Matrix
(http://www.w3.org/Graphics/WebCGM/WG/2006/new20-matrix.html)
Text on path test is potentially in trouble with only one partial implementation currently.
WebCGM 2.0 "static10" Implementation Matrix
(http://www.w3.org/Graphics/WebCGM/WG/2006/static10-matrix.html)
Mitre limit and the second pattern table tests potentially are in trouble
During the f2f in Cologne, it was determined that the CGM definition of mitre limit seems to be incorrect. After we confirm this, our SC24 liaison will need to introduce a defect report against the standard. Postscript and Microsoft’s GDI seem to be defined consistently and differ from CGM. Forrest will explore this more – His response is due middle of next week (Sep 13).
WebCGM 2.0 "dynamic10" Implementation Matrix
(http://www.w3.org/Graphics/WebCGM/WG/2006/dynamic10-matrix.html)
All tests have at least 2 passes.

Next steps in OASIS

Once we enter Proposed Recommendation phase in W3C the OASIS TC will reactivate and the W3C version will be reformatted to OASIS standards and a new CS ballot will be started to get ready for OASIS Standard step. This needs to be coordinated with the W3C process so that things happen concurrently. Dave will document the OASIS procedures.

Next telecon

Wednesday, 27 Sep 2006
Time: 7am.- 8:30am pt
Dial in numbers:
Toll numbers:
FRANCE +33-1-70-70-84-56
GERMANY +49-69-2222-3468
UNITED KINGDOM +44-20-7108-6391
USA +1-210-795-0625
Toll Free Numbers:
FRANCE 080-510-0984
GERMANY 0800-101-7056
UNITED KINGDOM 0800-279-9632
USA 866-617-3597
Pass Code: 9294448
If you need numbers for other countries, let me know